The Heiniger Story

Since 1965, Heiniger’s Swiss made clipping equipment has set the standard for quality, precision and reliability. Over the years Heiniger has continued to expand and innovate. As the world leader in animal clipping and shearing Heiniger recognised the growing trend in pet care and grooming, investing significant resources in the sector. Heiniger released its first professional small animal clipper, the Saphir, in 2008 which quickly developed a reputation for quality and has become the preferred choice by professional groomers around the world.

Heiniger’s mission is to provide the industry with the Total Grooming Solution. Since 2008, their Grooming range has expanded to provide a wide range of quality products from professional grooming combs and brushes to the collection of ProGroom shampoos, conditioners, finishing sprays, colognes and the ProGroom Scissor range.
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Pet Grooming
Opal
2-Speed A5 Clipper

• Powerful 2-speed motor (2600 & 3100 double strokes/min)
• Unbelievably quiet (59 decibels)
• 120 min runtime on high speed and 180 min on low speed (recharges in 60 min)
• Convenient battery level indicator
• Lightweight and ergonomic

The all-new 2-speed Opal is the latest addition to Heiniger’s A5 Clipper range, providing an unrivalled level of quality, power and convenience and raising the bar in clipping for professional Groomers in Australia. Comes with #10 blade.

709-002.70A1
Saphir Style
A5 Clipper

• Lightweight, cordless and quiet
• 35W permanent magnet motor
• Powerful 2650 dbs/minute
• Also ideal for horse trimming

The versatile A5 clipper that can clip, trim & groom just about anything! Clip for up to 90 minutes on a single battery and charges back up to full in just 60 minutes. Comes with #10 blade.

707-752-70A1

Saphir Cord
A5 Clipper

• 240V with long 3 metre cord
• Powerful 35W motor capable of 3200 dbs/minute
• Lightweight & quiet

The versatile A5 clipper that can clip, trim & groom just about anything! Comes with #10 blade.

707-702
Opal Kits

Opal Deluxe Vet Kit
- 1 Opal
- 2 Li Ion Batteries
- 1 Charging Station
- 1 Cleaning Brush
- 1 Carry Case
- 1 Clipper Oil
- 1 #10 Blade
709-002.70K

Opal Kits

Saphir Deluxe Vet Kit
- 1 Saphir Style
- 2 Li Ion Batteries
- 1 Charging Station
- 1 Cleaning Brush
- 1 Clipper Oil
- 1 #10 Blade
707-752-70K

Saphir Pro Solution
- 1 Saphir Style
- 1 Li Ion Battery
- 1 Charging Station
- 1 240v Power Cord
- 1 Cleaning Brush
- 1 Aluminium Carry Case
- 1 Clipper Oil
- 1 #10 Blade
707-752-70A5
Opal
Spare Parts & Servicing

Major Service Kit
• 1 Rubber Tap
• 1 Turning Lever
• 1 Seal
• 1 Blade Lock
• 1 Blade Support
709-038

Minor Service Kit
• 1 Rubber Tap Seal
• 1 Turning Lever
• 1 Seal
709-037

Battery
• 2.85AH genuine replacement battery
• To suit the Heiniger Opal
709-100

Saphir
Spare Parts & Servicing

Major Service Kit
• Turning Lever
• Seal
• Blade Lock
• Blade Support
• Circlip
• Excentric Cog Wheel
707-775

Minor Service Kit
• Turning Lever
• Seal
• Circlip
707-774

Battery
• 1.4AH genuine replacement battery
• To suit the Heiniger Saphir
707-771
**Style Midi**
Trimmer

- Lasts up to 100 mins on a single charge
- Charges within 60 mins
- Adjustable 46mm blade head
- Very quiet and low vibration

Perfect for clipping those tricky places! With 4 cutting lengths and 5 comb attachments: 4, 8, 12, 16 & 20mm.

707-202

**Style Mini**
Trimmer

- Lightweight, cordless and very quiet
- Lasts up to 80 mins on a single charge
- Charges within 60 mins
- Removable 30mm blade head

Specifically designed to clip and style around sensitive areas. Cut length of 0.3mm and adjustable comb attachment: 3 - 6mm.

707-212

**Blade Set**
707-260

**Blade Set**
707-265
Small Clipper Blades
To suit the Heiniger Saphir, Opal and other snap-on blade clippers.

#50 0.2mm
VET Cat
707-905

#40 0.25mm
VET Cat
707-910

#30 0.5mm
VET Cat & Dog
707-917

#15 1.2mm
Cat & Cow
707-926

#10 1.5mm
Cat, Dog & Cow
707-930

#9 2.0mm
Dog, Horse & Cow
707-933

#8.5 2.8mm
Dog
707-941

#7 3.2mm
Dog
707-943

#7F 3.2mm
Dog
707-945

#5 6.3mm
Dog
707-957
#5F 6.3mm
Dog
707-960

#4 9.5mm
Dog
707-964

#4F 9.5mm
Dog
707-966

#5/8 0.8mm
Cat Dog
707-920

#10WF 1.5mm
Horse
707-970

#15W 1.0mm
Horse
707-972

#10W 2.3 mm
Horse & Cow
707-974
Attachment Combs
Designed to suit the Heiniger Saphir, Opal & other snap on blade clippers

- Rounded tips that effectively penetrate the coat with minimal risk of damaging the skin.
- Built to last using high quality stainless steel.
- Perfectly compliments Heiniger and ProGroom’s range of professional grooming accessories.

ProGroom’s all-new set of professional Attachment Combs effortlessly glide through coats to provide a smooth finish and let you clip to the precise length required.

BL-LI-9
If you’re in need of

CLIPPER REPAIRS
CLIPPER SERVICING
BLADE SHARPENING
SCISSOR SHARPENING

Send your equipment in to

HEINIGER SERVICE CENTRE
1B CHINOOK PL, HORNBY, CHRISTCHURCH 8042
Scissors

6” With Teeth
SCI-03-6WT

7” Straight
SCI-01-7S

7” Curved
SCI-02-7C

7” With Teeth
SCI-04-7VT

8” Straight
SCI-01-8S

8” Curved
SCI-02-8C
8” With Teeth
SCI-05-8FT

7.5” Left Hand Straight
SCI-06-75SL

7.5” Left Hand Curved
SCI-07-75CL

LEFT HAND RANGE
Combs & Brushes

Small Pet Slicker Brush
BRU-SB-S

Medium Pet Slicker Brush
BRU-SB-M

Large Pet Slicker Brush
BRU-SB-L

Medium Grooming Comb
192x45mm
BRU-PC-M

Large Grooming Comb
248x45mm
BRU-PC-L
The ProGroom Story

ProGroom was co-founded in 2009 by entrepreneur and pet-lover Natalie Ryan. Since then, ProGroom has become a trusted name in the Grooming industry, used and loved by professionals in Australia and New Zealand for many years.

Formulated using naturally derived plant based surfactants in a shampoo base that is gentle, safe for pets and the hands that bathe them. ProGroom shampoos contain no soaps, no SLS or SLES, no parabens and no harmful petrochemicals.

Designed to address the needs of the professional groomers, our extensive range makes any grooming task simpler and enhances the look and feel of all coat types.

Concentrated shampoos work best when diluted for handbathing, and can be further diluted for hydrobaths resulting in less packaging and a reduced carbon footprint.

Environmentally friendly and biodegradable ingredients that are free from phosphates.

Long-lasting fragrances used in ProGroom products have been carefully selected to keep pets smelling fresher for longer.

Natalie Ryan
ProGroom Founder
Shampoo
Professional Range

Xtra Clean Shampoo
Extremely Greasy or Dirty

- Naturally derived odour absorbing agent
- Safe for use on cats to obtain a light fluffy coat
- Deep cleansing and degreasing action removes grease and excess oil from coat

5L: XC-DS-5L

Everyday Shampoo
Versatile All-Rounder

- Gentle and cost effective soap-free pet shampoo
- Formulated for general purpose use for all coat types
- Long lasting fragrance
- The professional’s choice for an every day salon shampoo

500ml: ED-PS-500  5L: ED-PS-5L

Clarifying Shampoo
Deep Cleansing

- Ideal for first shampoo
- Gently clarifies without stripping natural oils
- Removes product build-up
- Formulated to be safe for cats too!

500ml: CL-AS-500  5L: CL-AS-5L

Deodorising Shampoo
Eliminates and Neutralises Odours

- Deodorises and removes bad odours
- Leaves coats fresh for days
- Suitable for all coats
- Long lasting fragrance
- Will not alter coat texture

500ml: DE-JS-500  5L: DE-JS-5L
**Tangle-less Shampoo**
Promotes Coat Manageability
- Complex conditioning formula
- Leaves coats silky and shiny
- Assists in making brushing easier
- Ideal for coats that matt easily
- Perfect for Oodle coats or mixed breed coats

500ml: TL-BS-500  5L: TL-BS-5L

---

**2 in 1 Conditioning Shampoo**
Adds Body and Shine
- Leaves coats soft and manageable
- Good for all coat types, when light conditioning is desirable
- Saves time without the extra conditioning step
- Ideal for healthy coat maintenance

500ml: CO-GS-500  5L: CO-GS-5L

---

**Puppy Shampoo**
Gentle Formula
- Safe for puppies and kittens
- Leaves coats soft and cuddly
- Tear-less formula
- Mild formula with extra conditioners for delicate coats

500ml: PU-AS-500  5L: PU-AS-5L
Whitening Shampoo
Illuminates Whites
• Adds vibrancy to white and light colours
• Neutralises yellow discolouration
• Does not build-up
• Ideal for porous coats
500ml: WH-SS-500  5L: WH-SS-5L

Brightening Shampoo
Reflects All Colours
• Use to reflect and illuminate all colours
• Makes colours pop with its unique glistening effect
• Optimises and adds lustre to dull or damaged coats
• Ideal for all combined colour coats
500ml: BR-BS-500  5L: BR-BS-5L

Black Shampoo
Deepens Dark Colours
• Use to darken black or dark coloured coats
• Optimises lustre
• Neutralises redness caused by sun bleaching
• Can be used on black/tan or brindle coats
500ml: BL-BS-500  5L: BL-BS-5L
Conditioners & Treatments

**Crisp Conditioner**
Protects Coats Without the Softness
- Promotes texture and protects coats without the softness
- Gentle natural acidifier that seals hair and skin to retain moisture
- Minimises damage caused by grooming
- Does not change texture of the coat ideal for coarse/wire coats or scissor cuts and naturally oily coats
- Formulated to be safe for cats too!

1L: CR-CO-1L  5L: CR-CO-5L

**Rehydrating Conditioner**
Soft and Silky
- Eliminates static and creates coat manageability
- Adds shine and lustre
- Lightly moisturises and rehydrates without weighing down coat

500ml: RE-PC-500  5L: RE-PC-5L

**Intense Treatment**
Deep Conditioning Masque
- Penetrates and repairs cells to restore moisture balance
- Contains Keratin Protein, Quarternized Honey and Pro Vitamin B5
- Reconstructs and restores integrity and health to dry and damaged coats

1L: IT-DC-1L

**Easy Rinse Conditioner**
Fast Rinse and Rapid Results
- Ultra concentrated, easy flow formula for instant results.
- Ideal for hydrobaths and automatic dog washes.
- Hydrates and moisturises the coat with aloe-vera and ultra emollients, leaving it healthy and shiny.

500ml: ER-CO-500  5L: ER-CO-5L
Dermal Care Sensitive Shampoo
Rejuvenates Skin

• For sensitive pets that itch a lot
• Gently cleanses without stripping natural oils
• With natural Glycerine and Aloe Vera to moisturise
• Jojoba that keeps skin comfortable and calm
• Allantoin a natural-occurring humectant and anti-irritant
• With naturally hydrating ingredients to maintain skin health
• Formulated to be safe for cats too!

500ml: DC-SH-500  5L: DC-SH-5L

Dermal Care Sensitive Conditioner
Rejuvenates Skin

• Natural moisturising agents to retain moisture balance
• Protects against elements that can cause skin dry out and itching
• Caring conditioning formula that is less likely to trigger reactions to sensitive pets

500ml: DC-CO-500  5L: DC-CO-5L

Coat Care Protein Shampoo
Restores and Maintains Coats

• Pro Vitamin B5 to replenish and strengthen
• Rice protein restores integrity and builds volume
• Sweet almond oil to smooth and moisturise
• Allantoin a natural-occurring humectant and anti-irritant
• Natural plant extracts and collagen to protect and restore vitality to all coats
• Formulated to be safe for cats too!

500ml: CC-SH-500  5L: CC-PS-5L

Coat Care Protein Conditioner
Restores and Maintains Coats

• Rich emollient formula
• Restores vitality and imparts manageability to coats
• Natural plant extracts and wheat proteins moisturise, build volume, protect and restore troublesome coats

500ml: CC-CO-500  5L: CC-CO-5L
Pro Magic
A Groomer’s Magic Wand

Pro Magic is available in two variants; the more convenient ready-to-use and the more economical concentrate.

Ready to Use
• Speeds up drying time
• Amazing detangling and improved coat manageability
• Protects hair from heat damage and grooming tools
• Adds incredible lustre and shine to finished coats
• Deters dirt and odours
• Controls static
• Maintains style longer

500ml ready-to-use: PM-RTU-500
5L ready-to-use: PM-RTU-5L

Concentrate
• Dilute 10:1 for damaged or matted coats
• Dilute 20:1 for fast drying
• Dilute 20:1 for combing ease and detangling
• Dilute 20:1 and spritz lightly for shine and colour enhancement
• Dilute 20:1 to condition coat without excessive softening
• Dilute 30:1 and lightly mist coat for scissor spritz

500ml concentrate: PM-CF-500

“Pro Magic! It certainly is. Would not be without this product in my stores. Releases knots and tangles with ease. one of my favorite products!”
- Nat West, Dog Diversity
Colognes
250ml Range

**Delightful**
**Fun and Fruity - Berry**
A long-lasting fragrance bursting with fun and fruity notes. Spray on Delightful and experience an explosion of berries, fruits and all the sweetness to tickle your senses and keep your pooch odour free for days.
DE-BC-250

**Springtime**
**Soft Musk & Floral - Signature**
Springtime gives the feeling of hugging a bouquet of fresh spring flowers. Our most popular signature scent with soft musk and floral notes is a true favourite, giving that freshness and delicateness but provides a long-lasting scent that keeps your pet smelling fragrant for days.
SP-PC-250

**Dusk**
**Summer Nights – Jasmine**
A delicate, gentle and sweet jasmine fragrance to keep your special pet smelling beautiful and odour-free for days. Dusk smells just like that special, sweet memory of a warm summer night.
DU-SC-250

**Sensation**
**Creamy & Warm - Vanilla**
Smooth, velvety, luscious and creamy, that’s the feeling you get with Sensation. This is a true heart warmer infused with spicy vanilla notes to keep your dog smelling fresh and yummy for days.
SE-BC-250
Enchanted
Forest Fresh – Woody
Enchanted is an effective, long-lasting deodoriser that keeps your Brutus smelling fresh, clean and visitor friendly. Walk through the forest of freshness with the splash of clean pine and earthy woody notes.
EN-JC-250

Paradise
Warm Tropical – Coconut
If you like Piña colada… Paradise will take you and your pup on an aromatic escape to your tropical dream. Enjoy your beachside holiday for days with its long-lasting warm coconut notes.
PA-GC-250

Lovable
Soft & Cuddly - Puppy Powder
Perfect for the adorable little ones or for your forever fur-babies. Lovable makes your pet irresistibly snuggable and huggable with its soft, delicate baby powder notes. Cuddle all you want with this soft smelling fragrance that lasts for days.
LO-AC-250
Degreaser
Extra Strength Spot Cleaner
• For spot cleaning greasy areas
• Safe and effective extra strong concentrated gel
• Reduces sebum and greasiness
• Perfect for those greasy cocker ears
• Formulated to be safe for cats too!
• Low allergen fragrance
1L: DE-SC-1L

Berry Bright Foam Cleanser
Faces and Minor Mishaps
• Quick spot cleaner for any area
• Can be applied to wet or dry coats
• Non-irritating formula (ideal for messy faces)
• Safe to use near eyes and delicate areas
• Use as a refresher or for daily touch-ups
• Formulated to be safe for cats too!
200ml: BB-FC-200  1L: BB-FC-1L

Easy Comb Detangler
Leave-In Conditioning Spray
• Non-greasy formula
• Use for coat manageability
• Reduces the stress of brushing and combing
• Gentle formula, can be used daily on wet or dry coats
250ml: EC-DT-250  5L: EC-DT-5L
Sanitiser & Deodoriser

Infused with peppermint oil, ProTect sanitiser and deodoriser is perfect for maintaining healthy, clean work environments.

**EFFECTIVE.** With a formula up to six times more effective than other leading brands, ProTect is the most efficient and cost-effective cleaning solution you will ever need.

**FRAGRANT.** ProTect’s long-lasting peppermint fragrance ensures your workspace is always smelling delightfully fresh and clean, making it perfect for sanitising smelly baths, benches, kennels and floors.

**CONVENIENT.** From the convenient ready to use 500ml with spray tip to the more economical 5L concentrate, there’s a size to suit everyone.

500ml Ready-To-Use: PT-RTU-500
5L Ready-To-Use Refill: PT-RTU-5L
5L Concentrate: PT-SD-5L
FurEx  
3-Step Deshedding System

Specifically formulated to assist in the removal of collected undercoat of double-coated breeds after the bath, eliminating the need to pre-groom heavy undercoated dogs before the bath.

**Step 1 - Cleanse**
A deeply penetrating yet gentle shampoo designed to cleanse and neutralize the ionic charge within the coat and remove all dirt, odour, and excess sebum. This prepares the coat for loose hair removal and begins the deshedding process.
500ml: FX-01-500  5L: FX-01-5L

**Step 2 - Release**
Contains Protein ingredients which fill in damaged or rough areas of hair cuticle making a smooth surface that permits easy release of loose coat. Advanced silicone ingredients provide slip and allow dead coat to slide out with little or no force.
500ml: FX-02-500  5L: FX-02-5L

**Step 3 - Close**
A mildly acidic silicone conditioning spray that further seals the hair cuticle and promotes maximum release of tangled and collected hair within the coat. Spray application allows the groomer to adjust the amount of product applied to different areas of the coat as needed.
500ml: FX-03-500  5L: FX-03-5L
Xplorer
10.8V Cordless Clipper

- Ergonomically shaped slim grip and soft feel barrel
- Lightweight at only 990g
- Powerful 10.8V Li-Ion rechargeable battery
- Extremely silent at 65dB

10.8V Cordless horse and cattle clipper for smooth and powerful clipping! At 2450 dbs/ minute, the Xplorer has more cutting power to the blades compared to any other clipper in its class! Provides up to 120 minutes of clipping in a single charge, and recharges in 60-70 minutes.

Comes complete with clipping blades.

708-402
Xperience 2-Speed
240V Clipper

- Ergonomically shaped slim grip, soft feel barrel
- 2,600 and 2,900 dbs/min clipping speeds
- Lightweight at 1180g
- Very powerful 250 watt motor

Featuring two versatile clipping speeds! Use the top speed for a faster, more efficient clip and use the lower speed for a quieter clip with less vibration, perfect for sensitive horses and those ticklish areas.

Comes complete with clipping blades.
708-022

Progress Style
240V Clipper

- Ultra-slim grip provides easy handling
- Smooth for precision clipping
- Great for nervous or young horses
- Lightweight at only 930g

Quiet running clipper with a strong 80 watt permanent magnet motor with considerable torque.

Comes complete with clipping blades.
707-518
**Delta 3**
240V Clipper

- Ergonomic grip for comfort and control
- Innovative tensioning system reduces wear and tear
- Silent but powerful 180 Watts
- 3 clipping speeds

The only horse clipper on the market with 3 clipping speeds, allowing a simple and easy professional look clip even in the toughest conditions.

Speeds: 2100/2800/3200 dbs/min

Comes complete with clipping blades.

707-002

---

**C12**
12V Battery Clipper

- Operates at a speed of 2250 dbs/ minute
- Powerful 160 watt motor
- 5m lead with clamps

Designed for portability this unit will operate anywhere a 12 volt power supply is available and can be run from a car or motorbike battery, providing the ability to clip in remote locations.

Comes complete with clipping blades. 701-100

---

**Shearing Head**

Converts the C12 Clipper into a shearing handpiece. 717-700
**Blade Set 18/15**
For thick, long or frizzy coats. 2-4mm cover.
703-700

**Blade Set 35/17**
For horse and cow styling. 2-4mm cover.
703-600

**Blade Set 31/15**
For a clean horse coat. 2-4mm cover.
703-530

**Blade Set 31F/15**
For fine coat clipping. 1-2mm cover.
703-560

**Blade Set 21/23**
For dirty coats and cattle clippers. 2-4mm cover.
703-520

**Blade Set 35F/17**
For clipping close to the skin. 1-2mm cover.
703-630

**Blade Set 31/23**
For thoroughbred clipping. 2-4mm cover.
703-550

**Blade Set 31F/23**
For a perfect finish on horse coats. 1-2mm cover.
703-580

**Blade Set 31/23**
For thoroughbred clipping. 2-4mm cover.
703-550

**Blade Set 31F/23**
For a perfect finish on horse coats. 1-2mm cover.
703-580

**Blade Set 35/17**
For horse and cow styling. 2-4mm cover.
703-600

**Blade Set 35F/17**
For clipping close to the skin. 1-2mm cover.
703-630
Blade Set 35F/23
For lasting thoroughbred clipping. 1-2mm cover.
703-640

Blade Set 53/23
For surgical use.
1mm cover.
703-670

“HEINIGER CLIPPER BLADES STAY COOLER FOR LONGER, PRODUCE LESS LINES WHEN CLIPPING AND GIVE A SHOW READY FINISH EVERY TIME!”

Courtney Mullen
Wembleybrook Sport Horses
Equine Collection
Shampoo and Conditioner

**Cleanse Shampoo**
A Pre-Clip Must Have

Transform dirty horses with the power of Cleanse! Perfect for getting whiter whites and tackling stains. Cleanse removes stubborn stains and product build-up without dulling the coat and is the ideal solution for horses that don’t get washed frequently.

- With Pure Sage essential oil to add shine & lustre
- Effectively cleans without irritation
- Removes all traces of dirt, sweat, urine and faeces
- Does not strip natural oils
- Easily rinsed soap-free formula leaves no residue
- Leaves a natural healthy sheen

EQ-CL-1L

**Enhance Shampoo**
For The Ultimate Show Finish & Shine

Get that show-ready shine with the “scent-sational” Enhance Shampoo – perfect for that ultimate show finish! Enhance Shampoo highlights natural colours using advanced optical brighteners for radiance and natural glossifiers for the ultimate shine. The perfect shampoo to use before show day.

- With Pure Argan oil to moisturise & strengthen coats
- Illuminates all-natural coat colours and magnifies highlights
- Optimises the lustrous appearance of the coat
- Easily rinsed soap-free formula leaves no residue
- Enhances the appearance of dull or faded coats
- Does not build-up or strip natural oils

EQ-EN-1L
Maintain Shampoo

Preserve peak condition and beauty with Maintain Shampoo – perfect for keeping the moisture in and the damage out! Maintain Shampoo is a gentle conditioning shampoo which is ideal for those who want a convenient 2-in-1 solution.

- With Pure Cedarwood oil to deter dirt & protect coats
- Simultaneously revitalises and conditions the coat
- Leaves coat soft and shiny with beautiful lustre
- Easy rinsing with less water required
- Extra emollients to maintain coat
- Does not strip natural oils

EQ-MA-1L

Restore Conditioner

Restore Conditioner’s protein-enriched formula is packed with nourishing emollients that replenishes moisture and vitality to skin and strengthens and provides manageability to manes and tails. Perfect for an after-clip rinse to seal coats, add gloss and protect against elements that can cause damage. Use regularly to maintain coat health and protect against damage.

- Infused with pure Rosehip Oil
- Moisturises, adds suppleness and shine
- Smooths the surfaces of the hair and adds volume
- Creates softness and improves manageability
- Protects and prevents against breakage
- Restores moisture and strengthens

EQ-RE-1L
Trial Pack
Sample the Equine Collection Range

Our all-new Equine Collection Trial Packs include everything you need to experience the before and after transformation that everyone has been raving about. This trial pack is good for 10 washes and includes the following products in the box:

1x **250ml Cleanse Shampoo**
   For whiter whites & stain removal

1x **250ml Enhance Shampoo**
   For the ultimate show finish & shine

1x **250ml Restore Conditioner**
   For total coat repair & protection

PG-EQ-S2
Pro Magic
Finishing Spray

Provides manageability and lustre for the perfect presentation finish. With a non-slip formula, this easy-to-apply spray gives unbelievable shine and helps deter dirt, dust and product build up on the coat.

Pro Magic is available in two variants; the more convenient ready-to-use and the more economical concentrate.

Ready to Use
• Detangles and provides unbelievable lustre and shine
• Improves mane and tail manageability
• Deters dirt and dust
• Non slip formula
• No product build up

500ml ready-to-use: PM-RTU-500
5L ready-to-use: PM-RTU-5L

Concentrate
• Dilute 1:10 for main and tail manageability
• Dilute 1:15 for an unbelievable lustre and shine
• Can be added to our shampoo for extra main and tail manageability!

500ml concentrate: PM-CF-500